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Sweden 19 December 2016

Russia- USA- Israel- European parlament- Arab Legue
Are you with me or not?
Sweden urgent attention- To know your future you must know your past. Scientists, physician and
excellencies ambassadors Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Russia, USA, Israel, European Parlament,
Arab legue.
Regardless of Our Ethnicity We're All Human. Dag Hammarskjöld served as the second SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations and US president John F. Kennedy called Hammarskjöld "the greatest
statesman of our century”.
The father of Nazi Racial Biology -Swedish nazi archives still alive!
The Second World War involved more than 100 million people from over 30 countries and over 60
million people were killed. Swedish professor physician Herman Lundborg was the father of Nazi
Racial Biology and celebrated Adolf Hitler. Mr. Lundberg and German physician Nazi friends became
influential experts in the Nazi era, and Mr. Lundborg Racial Biology was implemented by SS.
Who Am I ?
I am one of Sweden most prominent and successful whistleblower for science and leading patient
safety expert with Sami heritage. Swedish science, physician elite and our politicians have
deliberately “whitewash” the dark history of Racial Biology in Uppsala and Stockholm.
Karolinska Institutet select Nobel laureates in Physiology or Medicine every year. Herman Lundborg
graduated in medicine at the Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm and began gathering statistics and
photographs to measure the racial make-up of 100,000 Swedes.
1922 physician and professor Herman Lundborg was appointed head of the Swedish state Institute
for Racial Biology in Uppsala. It was the world’s first state institute for racial biology following a
parliamentary decision. The Nazi “Dekanhuset -Dekanhouse” still stand in city of Uppsala.
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Swedish diplomacy a history of Human rights.
Raoul Wallenberg was the Swedish diplomat well-known for humanitarian work in Hungary at the
end of the Second World War. The Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human Rights and Humanitarian
Law is today located in Lund. Swedish Government and the Hungarian Parliament, the Council of
Europe also created a Raoul Wallenberg Prize. In Germany second world war and Holocaust is open
and transparent. Today it, s time to highlight prominent representatives of Swedish science and
parliament politician to open up and demand Transparency Sweden Nazi heritage.
Christmas 2016
I urge governments, excellencies ambassadors Ministry for Foreign Affairs, scientists and physician
around the world to raise this urgent, unresolved history of Racial Biology and Swedish professor
physician Herman Lundborg to Sweden Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Swedish government.
-

“On mediation and conflict resolution”. Kofi Annan is Ghanaian diplomat who served as the
seventh Secretary-General of the United Nations.

-

1976-2016 Stockholm celebrate science. 1976 Nobelprize Baruch S. Blumberg, U.S. physician
geneticist with Jewish heritage and co-recipient in Physiology or Medicine. We are today 400
million voices and World hepatitis 28 July celebrate the memory of Baruch S. Blumberg .

-

Aleppo Christmas 2016 UN security council. Christmas greetings to Russia and president
Putin compromise U.N. resolution and all people around the world who represent diplomacy
but also demand responsibility -in Sweden!

Christmas greetings- transparency of Sweden
“I always been the voice of Swedish people”
Kaj C. Johansson
e-mail: 214johansson@comhem.se
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